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Abstract
Avoidance of mating between related individuals is usually considered adaptive because it

decreases the probability of inbreeding depression in offspring. However, mating between

related partners can be adaptive if outbreeding depression is stronger than inbreeding

depression or if females gain inclusive fitness benefits by mating with close kin. In the pres-

ent study, we used microsatellite data to infer the parentage of juveniles born in a French

colony of feral pigeons, which allowed us to deduce parent pairs. Despite detectable

inbreeding depression, we found that pairwise relatedness between mates was significantly

higher than between nonmates, with a mean coefficient of relatedness between mates of

0.065, approximately half the theoretical value for first cousins. This higher relatedness

between mates cannot be explained by spatial genetic structure in this colonial bird; it there-

fore probably results from an active choice. As inbreeding but not outbreeding depression is

observed in the study population, this finding accords with the idea that mating with geneti-

cally similar mates can confer a benefit in terms of inclusive fitness. Our results and pub-

lished evidence suggest that preference for related individuals as mates might be relatively

frequent in birds.

Introduction
The pattern of occurrence and the consequences of inbreeding are of major interest in evolu-
tionary and behavioural ecology, because inbreeding depression is considered to play a central
role in the evolution of mating systems and dispersal [1–3]. Inbreeding, defined as mating
among relatives, increases genome-wide homozygosity, which may be costly because it can
decrease heterosis and unmask deleterious alleles in offspring [4], thereby reducing fitness.
Such inbreeding depression has been frequently detected in natural populations of plants and
animals [5]. Consequently, it is unsurprising that inbreeding avoidance is often reported and
considered adaptive [6–8].
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However, even in species in which inbreeding depression occurs it does not follow that mat-
ing among relatives should always be disfavoured. Firstly, when unrelated mating partners are
scarce relative to related partners, the cost of inbreeding depression may be lower than that of
forfeiting mating [9]. Secondly, too much outbreeding can also have negative fitness conse-
quences for the offspring, because individuals in a population might carry coadapted gene
complexes, making it maladaptive in terms of breaking them down, or because individuals
might be adapted to local conditions [10,11]. Outbreeding depression therefore predicts “opti-
mal outbreeding”: only first-order relatives should be avoided as mates to prevent close
inbreeding; the optimal mate is a distant relative, not one from a distant population [12].
Finally, mating with a related partner could be advantageous, despite the adverse effect of
inbreeding on offspring, because it increases the parent’s inclusive fitness [9,13,14]: an individ-
ual who mates with a relative will help that relative to spread genes identical by descent. Recent
theoretical papers have shown that, under certain conditions, related mate preference is
expected to evolve even when inbreeding depression is substantial if inclusive fitness is taken
into account [15,16]; see [14] for a review.

Only a handful of empirical studies have reported mating preferences for related partners in
animals (but see for example [17–19]), whereas inbreeding avoidance is considered to be the
norm [6]. However Kokko and Ots [15] consider plausible that “the perception of ubiquitous
inbreeding avoidance in nature follows from a mistaken view that it is the theoretical expecta-
tion”. Also, preference towards related mate might be difficult to demonstrate, because genetic
variation is spatially structured in many species due to limited dispersal. If mated pairs are
more related than random pairs, it is difficult to determine whether it is a consequence of a
preference for related mates or of limited dispersal [20] in conjunction with a random mate
choice with respect to relatedness. While it is possible to control for spatial genetic structure
(e.g. [21]), it is usually difficult to determine the candidates available to a female when she is
choosing a mate in a natural population. Therefore, to test this hypothesis, genetic similarity
comparisons between mates and non-mates are now needed in species displaying a low genetic
spatial structure

The rock pigeon, Columba livia, is well suited to perform such comparison. Firstly, this is a
socially monogamous species [22]; secondly, genetic spatial structure exists in this species but,
probably due to the high dispersal capacity of pigeons, differentiation is detectable only on a
relatively large spatial scale (superior to about 20 km) and is entirely absent within a colony
[23,24]. Thus, if the level of relatedness within breeding pairs deviates from the expectation
under random mating, it must be the consequence of a mate choice process based on
relatedness.

In the present study, we used microsatellite data to infer parentage of offspring produced in
a dovecote located near Paris, France, allowing us to infer breeding pairs. We first tested the
impact of within-pair relatedness on the number of offspring produced, to evaluate the fitness
consequences of inbreeding in this population. We then compare the genetic relatedness of the
inferred breeding pairs to the genetic relatedness expected under random mating, to determine
whether relatedness influences mate choice in rock pigeon.

Material and Methods
The study was carried out following the recommendations of the European Convention for the
Protection of Vertebrate Animals used for Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes.
Because the procedures used in the study (fitting with a colored ring and 1–3 μl blood draw)
were minimally painful and because the pigeon Columba livia is considered a domestic species
in France, ethical approval was not required by the French equivalent of the Institutional
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Animal Care and Use Committee (French "Direction Départementale des Services Vétéri-
naires"). The study was performed in only one location: a city owned dovecote. The study was
authorized by the local authorities of the city (French "mairie" of Fontenay-sous-bois). The
approval from the local authorities in Fontenay-sous-bois was obtained prior to sample
collection.

Study population
We studied a population of free-living pigeons (Columba livia) living in an urban dovecote in
Fontenay-sous-Bois, France (48° 51’ N, 2° 28’ E). The dovecote is a small building (about 2.5 x
2.5 x 2.5 m) located in a park, where 90 nesting sites are available. Fifty kilograms of seeds are
provided each week with grit and water. The pigeons have free access to the dovecote. Adults
were captured either before sunrise, to catch the individuals that had spent the night in the
dovecote, or in the daytime, to catch those using the dovecote mainly for feeding. A total of
nine captures was performed over a 20-month period. Adults were forced out of the dovecote
through a tissue tunnel and into cages placed on the floor. Juveniles were regularly captured in
their nest, shortly before fledging, during the weekly maintenance of the dovecote. A total of
372 individuals (106 adult females, 120 adult males, and 146 juveniles) was captured. During
each capture birds caught for the first time were fitted with a coloured ring. Our recapture data
showed that the proportion of marked animals varied between 90 and 94% of the total number
of pigeons. To perform parentage analyses (see below), we therefore conservatively assumed
that 90% of parents were sampled.

Genetic methods
From each individual, we sampled 1–3 μl of blood from the tarsal vein using a fine needle.
Blood was stored in buffer PBS + EDTA (3% v/v) and kept frozen at -20°C until DNA extrac-
tion. We extracted DNA using the Qiagen (Hilden Germany) Tissue Kit and following the
manufacturer’s protocol for DNA extraction from blood samples. DNA was eluted in 2x 100 μl
AE buffer (Qiagen) and stored at -20°C. We amplified seven microsatellite loci developed for
domestic breeds of the rock pigeon [25]. As feral pigeons show limited sexual dimorphism, a
fragment of the chromo-helicase-DNA binding (CHD) gene was amplified to determine the
sex of the individuals, following the method of Griffiths et al. [26]. F-primers were fluorescently
labelled using the commercially available dyes, FAM, VIC, NED, and PET. Polymerase chain
reactions (PCRs) were setup in 10μl volume containing 1x Multiplex Master Mix (Qiagen) and
0.2 μM each primer. We amplified the seven microsatellite loci in a single PCR and the CHD
gene fragment in a second reaction. PCR conditions were as follows: 15 min at 94°C for DNA
denaturation, 35 cycles of amplification [30 sec denaturation at 94°C, 3 min hybridisation at
54°C (48°C for molecular sexing), and 30 sec elongation at 72°C], and a final elongation step of
15 min at 72°C. The PCR products were mixed with an internal size standard (Genescan
500LIZ, Applied Biosystems) and analysed using an ABI 3700 semi-automated DNA sequencer
(Applied Biosystems). We calculated the size of the microsatellite and CHD alleles using GENES-

CAN 3.1 and GENOTYPER 2.5 (Applied Biosystems). Negative controls were used to check for
cross-contamination between tubes during DNA extraction and amplification.

One locus, CliμD19, showed a very high proportion of non-amplifying alleles (0.60) and
was thus excluded from further analyses. The six other loci showed no evidence of heterozygote
deficit, suggesting that null alleles, if present, were at low frequency (Table 1). Among the 372
DNA extracts analysed, 351 (94.3%) amplified at these six loci. The number of allele per locus
ranged from 8 to 22 (mean number of alleles per locus = 14.5). The polymorphism information
content (PIC) calculated with the program CERVUS 3.0 [27,28] was high, ranging from 0.602 to
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0.869 (mean PIC = 0.784). We genotyped 96 individuals twice to estimate genotyping error rate
(allelic dropout and false alleles). We observed only one difference at one locus for one individual
between the replicates, i.e., a genotypic error rate of 1/(96x6) = 0.17%, a value within the normal
range for genotypes obtained from invasive samples like blood [29]. The genotypes of the 351
individuals that were used in the parentage analyses (see below) are shown in S1 Table.

Parentage analyses
Parentage analyses were conducted following the likelihood-based approach implemented in
the program CERVUS 3.0 [27,28]. For each offspring, the program calculates the relative likeli-
hood of parentage (LOD scores) for all possible parent pairs, thus allowing us to determine the
most likely parent pair. Using allele frequency data from the population, the program then
runs a simulation to estimate the critical LOD score value necessary for assignment at greater
than 95% or 80% confidence levels. We used the following simulation parameters: 10,000
cycles, a proportion of missing values of 1% (value inferred from the data) and assuming that
90% of the parents were sampled (see above). We chose a genotypic error rate of 2% per locus
to account for the occurrence of mistyping (estimated at a rate of 0.17%, see above), possible
null alleles at low frequency, and mutations [28]. To evaluate the robustness of our results, we
also performed analyses with slightly different values for the proportion of sampled parents (80
and 100%) and the error rate (1%).

Ten juveniles, four candidate mothers, and four candidate fathers were excluded from the
analyses, because they did not amplify at one or more loci. Overall, 120 (88%) juveniles were
assigned to a parent-offspring trio (38 and 82 at the 95% and 80% confidence levels, respec-
tively). These assignments allowed us to infer 70 different parent pairs (13 pairs were inferred
at least once from 95% confidence levels, while 57 pairs were inferred from 80% confidence lev-
els). Some males and females contributed to more than one of the 70 different mother-father
pairs inferred. In total, 51 (44%) of the 116 candidate males and 49 (48%) of the 102 candidate
females reproduced, i.e., they were assigned as parent to at least one juvenile at 95 or 80% confi-
dence levels. Very similar results were obtained when the proportion of sampled parents and
the error rates were set to alternate values (not shown).

Reproductive success. Parentage was inferred for all offspring produced in the dovecote
during the 20 months of the study. (Pairs that did not produce at least one juvenile during this
period were therefore not included in this analysis.) Because not all adults were present in the
dovecote during the 20 months and because we could not precisely evaluate the length of their
stay in the dovecote, we measured the reproductive success of a parent pair as the number of
juveniles that they produced by clutch. Feral pigeons lay one to two eggs per clutch. The repro-
ductive success of the observed parent pairs was thus between one and two.

Table 1. Microsatellite statistics.

Locus No. of alleles recorded No. of individuals successfully genotyped PIC HO HE F(null)

CliμD17 8 377 0.602 0.668 0.647 0.000

CliμT17 10 377 0.781 0.798 0.809 0.006

CliμD16 22 373 0.788 0.804 0.809 0.000

CliμD32 15 374 0.869 0.850 0.882 0.018

CliμD01 22 373 0.853 0.874 0.867 0.000

CliμT13 10 363 0.810 0.793 0.833 0.024

Overall 14.5 377 0.784 0.808

PIC, polymorphism information content; Ho, level of observed heterozygosity; He, level of expected heterozygosity; F(null), frequency of putative null alleles.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0162451.t001
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We used a generalized linear model with Binomial response to assess whether the probabil-
ity of a pair having two offspring per clutch (given that the pair reproduced) was influenced by
the relatedness between parents and by average monthly temperature and total precipitations
during the time of incubation and the first weeks of growth of the chicks. All calculations were
performed with the R statistical program using the “glm” function from the lme4 package [30].

Finally, we examined whether the breeding pairs observed in our study were on average
more related than an equal number of pairs selected at random i) among all males and females
present in the dovecote, and ii) among all males and females identified as breeders. We used
the software program GenAlEx 6 [31] to calculate Queller and Goodnight’s r unbiased estima-
tor of genetic relatedness [32]. This index is a measure of the degree to which the genetic simi-
larity between two individuals exceeds the similarity between individuals randomly drawn
from the population. Estimated relatedness values range from −1 to +1. Full siblings are
expected to have a mean relatedness of 0.5 and unrelated individuals are expected to have a
mean relatedness of 0.0 [33]. Negative values are observed when the allele frequencies of the
two individuals differ from the population mean in opposite directions [32], i.e. they are less
similar than expected by chance.

Results and Discussion

Genetic relatedness of couples and reproductive success
We studied whether the relatedness between mates had an influence on their reproductive suc-
cess, measured as the number of juveniles per clutch (pairs that did not produce at least one
juvenile were not included in this analysis). Mean temperature and total precipitations at the
time of breeding were not retained during model selection based on AIC criteria, suggesting
that breeding success is not affected by climatic conditions in our study population. We found
that the probability of a pair having two offspring per clutch was negatively impacted by the
level of relatedness within pairs (Estimate = -4.39, p-value = 0.006, null deviance = 91.91 on
101 degrees of freedom; Fig 1). This result indicates the existence of an inbreeding depression
in our study population. A similar result was previously obtained in an experimental popula-
tion of pigeons [34]; by performing controlled crosses, the authors of the study showed that
parental relatedness does not affect egg production or hatching rate, but markedly decreases
young viability. This accords with the observation that inbreeding depression seems to be a
common phenomenon in natural bird populations (e.g. [5,8,35]).

Genetic relatedness of couples
A total number of 70 effectively breeding couples were inferred from the parentage analyses,
with several males and females belonging to more than one couple. The average pairwise relat-
edness of couples varied between −0.49 and +0.65, with a mean value of 0.062±0.22, being
about half the theoretical value for first cousins (0.125). The average relatedness value was very
close for couples inferred with a 95% (mean r = 0.063) or 80% (mean r = 0.061) confidence
level.

We found that the 70 breeding pairs were on average more related that an equal number of
pairs taken at random among all males and females present in the dovecote. The difference in
level of relatedness between breeding pairs and random pairs was estimated at 0.07 and was
highly significant (10,000 simulations, one-sided p-value = 0.0005).

A higher mate relatedness than expected by chance might be observed in the absence of
mate choice based on relatedness if the adults that reproduce inside the dovecote do not form a
representative sample of all adults present in the dovecote. For example, there could in fact be
two genetically differentiated populations in the dovecote: adults reproducing in the dovecote
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and those using the dovecote only for feeding. To test this hypothesis, we compared the average
relatedness between the 70 actual mates (0.062±0.22) and between an equal number of pairs
selected at random among all males and females identified as breeders. We found that these
random couples had a mean relatedness of -0.014±0.21. The difference in level of relatedness
between observed pairs and random pairs was estimated at 0.10 and was highly significant
(10,000 simulations, one-sided p-value< 0.0001). The abovementioned hypothesis can there-
fore be rejected.

Please note that we only tested the possibility that adults reproducing in the dovecote and
those using the dovecote only for feeding were genetically differentiated. It remains theoreti-
cally possible that two genetically differentiated groups of pigeons reproduce in the dovecote
but we think that it is unlikely. Feral pigeons have high dispersal abilities and at the spatial
level, genetic structuration is detectable in urban pigeons only when populations are separated
by more than 20 km [24]. Within an urbanized area, even a large one, feral pigeons show no
genetic differentiation and behave as a single management unit [24,36]. Furthermore, we also
calculated the inbreeding coefficient within the population. We found a low value (FIS = 0.009),
which confirms that no genetic differentiation is present within the population. Finally, to our
knowledge, genetic structure has never been detected within a colony in any species of colonial
bird. We therefore think that the presence of two genetically differentiated groups of pigeons
within the dovecote is unlikely.

A higher relatedness between mates might also have been observed in our study, because
couples were inferred from their offspring: if mate choice is not dependent on relatedness but
rather if related couples have a better reproductive output on average, then this could result in

Fig 1. Genetic relatedness of couples and reproductive success, measured as the mean number of
juvenile per clutch.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0162451.g001
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the observed pattern. However, our data clearly show that the opposite is true: related couples
tend to have lower reproductive success. Yet as we did not consider pairs that failed to repro-
duce, we probably underestimated the average relatedness between mates. We therefore con-
clude that feral pigeons probably choose genetically similar individuals as mates, thus
increasing inbreeding levels in the population. This is in agreement with the findings of a study
on the spatial genetic structure of feral pigeon populations in France: the large majority of the
studied populations showed positive inbreeding coefficient (FIS) values [24], suggesting the
presence of inbreeding.

The first question that deserves discussion is the mechanism that leads to the observed level
of inbreeding. Genetic similarity between mates can be observed even if mate choice is random
with respect to kinship in the presence of a small-scale genetic population structure. In such a
case, encountered potential mates are more genetically similar than random mates from the
population (see, for example, the case of a blue tit population [37]). However, here we observed
that the pigeon mates inhabiting a single dovecote were more genetically similar than random
pairs, excluding spatial genetic structure as a possible cause. This suggests that the genetic simi-
larity between mates could be caused by kin-based mate choice. There is a large body of evi-
dence for kin recognition in birds, mostly based on the associative learning of visual and
acoustic cues (reviewed in [38]). Recently, it was shown that olfactory clues alone can also
allow birds to discriminate between kin and non-kin [39]. Interestingly, while kin recognition
is usually thought to allow the avoidance of related mates, here it could be used to favour them.

The second question concerns the fitness consequences of the level of inbreeding that we
observed in the population (0.062), i.e., what might be the selective pressure responsible for the
evolution of a kin preference? Given that the widespread low level of inbreeding observed in this
population seems to be the result of an active choice, it seems likely that this level of inbreeding
would be beneficial. A first possibility would be that the preference for mates of intermediate
genetic similarity observed in our study population leads to optimal outbreeding [40]. However,
our data clearly indicates that inbreeding negatively impacts reproductive success in our study
population. A recent meta- analysis [41] found a positive relationship between the relatedness of
social mates and the occurrence of extrapair paternity (EPP) in birds. EPP might thus be a strat-
egy to help in mitigating the potential negative effects of pairing with a genetically similar mate,
suggesting again that inbreeding is usually harmful. Furthermore, within a natural population
outbreeding depression is usually thought to be negligible except when individuals mate with
immigrants from distant populations [8], which is not the case here. The optimal outbreeding
hypothesis seems therefore not to apply to the study population.

A second hypothesis would be that mating with a related partner can be advantageous, not
because it maximises the offspring’s fitness, but because it increases the parent’s inclusive fit-
ness [13]. For this reason, inbred mating may be favoured even in the presence of a substantial
inbreeding depression. Kokko and Ots [15] showed that inbred mate preference may evolve
even when the inbreeding depression substantially exceeds 1/3. Within our study population,
the preference for genetically related mates decreases the probability of having two offspring by
21.8%, (note however, that because couples were inferred from their offspring, couples that did
not produce fledging juveniles were not detected, which probably results in an underestimation
of the inbreeding depression). More recently, Puurtinen [16] showed that mating with interme-
diately related individuals maximizes inclusive fitness for wide range of realistic inbreeding
depression strengths (but see [42]). It therefore seems likely that in pigeons, the increase in
indirect fitness conferred by mating with a related partner more than outweighs the decrease in
direct fitness due to inbreeding depression.

Experimental choice studies in a variety of species have demonstrated that close relatives are
usually avoided as mating partners [6]. Yet inbreeding depression seems to be pervasive in
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natural populations [5], offering a simple adaptive explanation for this behaviour. Conse-
quently, the avoidance of relatives as mates has almost become a paradigm of mating system
theories. However, the same experimental studies often reported that if first-order relatives are
usually avoided as mates, intermediate relatives (for example, first or second cousins) are fre-
quently preferred over unrelated individuals [6]. Furthermore, the development of molecular
techniques has recently allowed us to more easily study the relatedness of mates in natural pop-
ulations, with contrasting results. We reviewed the studies that used molecular or pedigree data
to compare the average relatedness observed between mates with the relatedness expected
under random mating in wild populations of single breeding birds (Table 2, adapted and
updated from [8]). In most cases, a random process of mate choice with respect to relatedness
was observed (Table 2). However, preference for related mates was detected relatively often, in
five out of 17 studies, even if it was restricted to specific conditions in two out of the five cases.
Finally, mates were on average less related than expected under random mating in only two
cases. In conclusion, it seems that the preference for genetically similar mates that we observed
in pigeons is not exceptional. Our results and published evidence suggest that preference for
relatives as mates might be more frequent than initially thought.

Supporting Information
S1 Table. Genotypes of the 351 individuals that were used in the parentage analyses.
(XLSX)

Table 2. A list of studies usingmolecular or pedigree data to compare the average relatedness observed betweenmates with the relatedness
expected under randommating in wild populations of birds. Adapted and updated from Table IV of Kempenaers (2007).

Speciesa Mate choice Comments Study

Barn swallow, Hirundo rustica Random Social pairs versus random dyads [43]

Prefer related mate Extra pairs versus random dyads [43]

Black-legged kittiwake, Rissa tridactyla Avoid related mate Pairs versus random dyads [44]

Blue tit, Parus caeruleus Prefer related mate Social pairs versus random dyads (island) [45]

Random Social pairs versus random dyads (mainland) [45]

Blue tit, Parus caeruleus Random Social pairs and extra pairs vs. random dyads [36]

Feral pigeon, Columba livia Prefer related mate Pairs versus random dyads This study

Great tit, Parus major Random Pairs versus nearest neighbour [21]

Great tit, Parus major Random Pairs versus nearest neighbour [46]

Random Pairs versus randommale in the same patch [46]

Great frigate, Fregata minor Prefer related mate Pairs versus randommale (island) [17]

Great reed warbler, Acrocephalus arundinaceus Random Pair versus random candidate mates [47]

House finch, Haemorhous mexicanus Random Early pairs [46]

Avoid related mate Late pairs [46]

House sparrow, Passer domesticus Prefer related mate Social and extra pairs versus random dyads (island) [19]

House sparrow, Passer domesticus Random Pairs versus random dyads [48]

House sparrow, Passer domesticus Random Also compared to nonbreeding males [49]

NZ robin, Petroica australis Random Pairs versus random dyads [50]

NZ saddleback, Philesturnus carunculatus Random Pairs versus random dyads [50]

Satin bowerbird, Ptilonorhynchus violaceus Random Pairs versus random candidate mates [51]

Savannah sparrow, Passerculus sandwichensis Random Analysed separately over 4 years [52]

Song sparrow,Melospiza melodia Random Pair versus three sets of potential mates [53]

aAs it is usually more difficult to assess potential mates in cooperative breeding species, we restricted this list to single breeding species.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0162451.t002
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